Grant Officer Contact Information and Assignments by Fiscal Year

**FY2020 Awards** (Project start date: July 15, 2020)
- Implementation – Dawn Addison
- Planning – Kimberly Shields
- State Agency – Kimberly Shields

**FY2019 Awards** (Project start date: July 22, 2019)
- Implementation – *Anna Arrowsmith*
- Planning – *Carla Garcia*
- Training Grant – *Carla Garcia*

**FY2018 Awards** (Project start date: June 25, 2018)
- Implementation – *Anna Arrowsmith*
- Planning – *Carla Garcia*
- Training Grant – *Carla Garcia*

**FY2017 Awards** (Project start date: June 26, 2017)
- Support Service – *Carla Garcia*
- Implementation – *Anna Arrowsmith*
- Planning – *Carla Garcia*
- Training Grant – *Anna Arrowsmith*

**FY2016 Awards** (Project start date: December 1, 2015)
- Support Service – *Carla Garcia*
- Implementation – *Dawn Addison*
- Planning – *Dawn Addison*
- Training Grant – *Anna Arrowsmith*

**Contact Information**

*Dawn Addison*
(703) 305-2450  
Fax: (703) 842-8691  
*Dawn.Addison@usda.gov*

*Anna Arrowsmith*
(703) 305-2998  
Fax: (703) 842-8691  
*Anna.Arrowsmith@usda.gov*
Carla Garcia  
(703) 305-2760  
Fax: (703) 842-8691  
Carla.Garcia@usda.gov

Kimberly Shields  
(703) 305-2526  
Fax: (703) 842-8691  
Carla.Garcia@usda.gov
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